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ABSTRACT: The multienzyme catalytic phosphorylation of phosphatidylinositol
(PI) in a supported lipid membrane platform is demonstrated for the first time. One-
step treatment with PI 4-kinase IIIβ (PI4Kβ) yielded PI 4-phosphate (PI4P), while a
multistep enzymatic cascade of PI4Kβ followed by PIP 5-kinase produced PI-4,5-
bisphosphate (PI(4,5)P2 or PIP2). By employing quartz crystal microbalance with
dissipation monitoring, we were able to track membrane association of kinase enzymes
for the first time as well as detect PI4P and PI(4,5)P2 generation based on subsequent
antibody binding to the supported lipid bilayers. Pharmacologic inhibition of PI4Kβ by
a small molecule inhibitor was also quantitatively assessed, yielding an EC50 value that
agrees well with conventional biochemical readout. Taken together, the development
of a PI-containing supported membrane platform coupled with surface-sensitive
measurement techniques for kinase studies opens the door to exploring the rich
biochemistry and pharmacological targeting of membrane-associated phosphoinosi-
tides.

Phosphatidylinositol 4-kinases (PI4Ks) are a family of
enzymes catalyzing the phosphorylation of phosphatidyli-

nositol (PI) at the D-4 position of the inositol headgroup,
producing phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate (PI4P), which
serves as a precursor for other important phosphoinositides
(PIs) such as phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate [PI(4,5)-
P2] and phosphatidylinositol (3,4,5)-trisphosphate [PI(3,4,5)-
P3], which are central to signal transduction and membrane
trafficking.1 Among this class of enzymes, PI4K mainly localizes
at the Golgi and is vital for organelle formation and function.2

Increasing evidence of involvement of PI4Ks in the patho-
genesis of several diseases has prompted significant interest to
identify potent and selective inhibitors for individual PI4Ks.
To study lipid kinases, conventional assays utilize PI in a

nonbilayer format in either a micellar form in the presence of a
detergent3 (e.g., Triton-X) or lipid blot on a hydrophobic
surface (e.g., nitrocellulose). However, the lipid kinase is
naturally active at the water−lipid interface of cellular
membranes and the physical properties of the membrane
such as fluidity and membrane compositional features (e.g.,
domains) are likely to influence the activity of the enzyme.
Lipid vesicles containing PI have also been used as lipid kinase
substrates.4 However, experiments using vesicles in suspension

might be convoluted and disturbed by vesicle aggregation and/
or fusion.5

Supported lipid bilayers (SLBs)6 represent a simplified, two-
dimensional model membrane that mimics key properties of
biological membranes. So far, SLBs have not been utilized to
study membrane association of PI kinases despite the analytical
merits of employing surface-sensitive measurement approaches
and the recent progress achieved in preparing SLBs which
contain low PI fractions.7,8 The only related study to date was
reported by Debjit et al.9 and involved using radiolabeled ATP
in order to measure the final conversion yield of PI(4,5)P2 to
PI(3,4,5)P3 for a kinase-treated SLB.
Here, we demonstrate for the first time the multistep

enzymatic activity of PI lipid kinases on PI-containing SLBs
using quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring
(QCM-D)10 measurement technique. The QCM-D enables
real-time monitoring of adsorption processes involving proteins
and lipid membrane interfaces.11−13 We are able to detect
membrane association of kinase enzymes and track enzymatic
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conversion of PI substrates based on single- and multistep
enzymatic processes.
The SLBs are prepared by the solvent-assisted lipid bilayer

(SALB)14 formation process, which is a vesicle-free method.15

A representative experimental trace for formation of a DOPC
bilayer doped with PI4P is presented in Figure 1A. Once the

SALB procedure was finished (t = 25 min), the ΔF and ΔD
values were consistent with an SLB.16 The BSA adsorption
onto the bilayers resulted in a ΔF of <−2 Hz, indicating low
defect density. To verify successful incorporation of PI4P, anti-
PI4P antibody was injected in order to monitor antibody-based
detection. Injection of anti-PI4P IgM resulted in a dramatic
decrease in the resonance frequency (ΔF = 67 ± 12.6 Hz),
suggesting an increase in the mass of membrane due to the
adsorption of the antibodies. By contrast, injection of the same
antibody to a 100 mol % DOPC bilayer resulted in almost no
frequency shift, indicating no mass increase on the DOPC lipid
bilayer and confirming specific detection of PI4P. FRAP on this
bilayer (Figure 1B), further verified the formation of a fluid
lipid bilayer with a lipid diffusivity of 1.8 μm2/s (see the

Supporting Information for experimental details). The same
procedure was successfully applied to form a DOPC lipid
bilayer doped with PI and PI(4,5)P2 (see Figures S1 and S2).
Next we determined the ability of PI kinases to generate their

enzymatic product in situ by treating PI-containing bilayers with
PI kinase enzyme (Figure 1C). Briefly, after formation of
bilayers containing PI substrate as above, the temperature was
raised to 30 °C. The kinase reaction was conducted at 30 °C
because, based on previous reports,17 the maximum kinase
activity occurs at this temperature. For the QCM-D measure-
ments that are operated in a liquid environment, the frequency
and dissipation responses are affected by the bulk properties
(viscosity and density) of the liquid.18 Therefore, increasing
temperature from 25 to 30 °C resulted in a positive and a
negative change in the resonance frequency and energy
dissipation, respectively, due to a change in the bulk viscosity.
Next, the buffer was exchanged to kinase buffer followed by
injection of PI4K. Next the buffer was exchanged to the original
buffer and the temperature was set to 25 °C. To detect PI4P
generation, anti-PI4P was injected.
Upon incubation with kinase (2.5 nM), a frequency shift of

∼12 Hz was observed (Figure 1C). The proportion of the
enzyme which is bound to the interface is an important
determinant of the kinetic of interfacially active enzymes. The
enzyme in the aqueous solution first binds to the membrane
and forms a complex with the lipid substrate, engaging in
catalytic activity. After this step, depending on the membrane
environment, e.g., surface charge density, the enzyme either
detaches from the interface and goes back to the aqueous phase
or binds another substrate molecule at the same interface.19

There is evidence that some lipid kinases tightly bind to highly
charged anionic vesicles that are purely composed of
phosphoinositols or other negatively charged lipids.20 This
observation further shows that surface-sensitive analytical tools
such as QCM-D can be effectively applied to supported lipid
bilayers to investigate the interaction of interfacially active
enzymes with membranes in a label-free measurement format.
Antibody binding to bilayers treated with PI4K led to a

decrease in ΔF until it reached a final value of −87 ± 9 Hz. A
control experiment was also performed in which no enzyme
was included in the kinase buffer. In that case, no antibody
binding was observed, indicating that the aforementioned
antibody binding was specific for newly generated PI4P. We
also performed another control experiment by adding anti-
PI(3,4,5)P3 antibody (as a specificity control) to bilayers
containing 10% PI lipids that were exposed to PI4K kinase. In
contrast to the case when anti-PIP antibody was added (Figure
1C), almost no binding was observed upon anti-PI(3,4,5)P3
addition (Figure S4), indicating the specificity of the assay. In
addition, washing with buffer after antibody binding, resulted in
<2 Hz positive shift in the frequency in the course of ∼20 min
(Figure S5), indicating a minute nonspecific binding.
To calculate a conversion yield for the percentage of

phosphatidylinositol lipids converted to PI4P on a supported
bilayer that contains 10% PI lipids, we compared the amount of
anti-PI4P IgM bound to bilayers containing 10% PI4P with that
of bilayers containing 10% PI lipids after exposure to the kinase.
Since antibodies are not perfectly rigid, the relationship
between frequency shift and adsorbed mass may not obey the
Sauerbrey equation. Thus, we used the QCM-D experimental
data collected at the third, fifth, seventh, and ninth overtones
and analyzed them by using the Voigt-Voinova model,21 as
previously reported.22 A summary of viscoelastic modeling

Figure 1. (A) QCM-D frequency shift (ΔF, top panel) and dissipation
(ΔD, bottom panel) for the third overtone were measured during
formation of pure DOPC bilayer (blue curve) and DOPC bilayer
doped with PI4P (red curve) on SiO2 using the SALB method. Arrows
indicate the injection of (1) buffer (10 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, pH
7.5), (2) isopropanol, (3) lipid mixture [0.5 mg/mL of DOPC in
isopropanol with or without 10% PI4P (dissolved in ethanol)], and
(4) buffer solution. Subsequently BSA protein (0.1 mg/mL) was
injected. (B) FRAP snapshots of PI4P doped bilayer containing 0.5 wt
% Rho-PE lipid. (C) PI containing bilayer was formed at room
temperature (25 °C) and incubated with PI4K in kinase buffer [20
mM Tris (pH 7.5), 5 mM MgCl2, 2 mM DTT, 0.5 mM EGTA, 100
μM ATP] (red trace) or buffer alone (blue trace) at 30 °C. Finally
anti-PI4P was injected to verify enzymatic conversion of PI to PI4P.
The average frequency shift of four experiments is given. Schematic
illustration of the process is depicted in Figure S3.
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result for antibody binding to PI4P-containing membranes is
presented in Table S1. By assuming an anti-PI4P IgM
molecular weight of 970 kDa, the number of antibodies
bound to bilayers containing 10% PI4P and bilayers containing
10% PI lipids after exposure to the kinase are 14 621 ± 477/
μm2 and 12 885 ± 754/μm2, respectively. Thus, a conversion
yield of 88% (the ratio of the two numbers) was calculated.
Since the PI lipids facing the sensor surface are inaccessible to
the enzyme, the enzyme-catalyzed PI conversion reactions are
most likely occurring in the upper leaflet only and thus the
calculated reaction yield corresponds to the percentage of PI
lipids on the top leaflet of the bilayer that have been
phosphorylated.
To further extend the complexity of enzymatic conversion of

PI in the bilayer platform, we investigated the generation of
PI(4,5)P2 by sequential treatment of a PI-containing bilayer
with a PI4 kinase followed by a PIP5 kinase. The SLB
containing PI was prepared by the SALB method and used as a
substrate for PI4Kβ, as described above (Figure 2B). Next, in
situ generated PI4P was converted to PI(4,5)P2 by injection of
PIP5K1α. The generation of PI(4,5)P2 was monitored by
specific anti-PI(4,5)P2 binding to the treated bilayer. As a
control experiment, the same protocol was repeated except the
incubation step with PIP5K1α (Figure 2B, dashed line).
Injection of anti-PI(4,5)P2 IgM to the PI-containing membrane
treated only with PI4Kβ, resulted in a frequency shift of about
−5 Hz. Antibody binding to the bilayer which was treated with
both PI4K and PIP5K resulted in a frequency shift of about
∼−33 Hz. Importantly, the binding in this case did not reach a
saturation level in our experimental time scale. These
observations indicate that even though a small fraction of
anti-PI(4,5)P2 binds to PI4P, the majority of the antibody
binding signal originates from binding to PI(4,5)P2. Using
viscoelastic modeling, the number of membrane-bound anti-
PI(4,5)P2 IgM was calculated to be 8558/μm2. By comparing
this value with the number of antibodies expected to bind to
the bilayers containing 10% PI lipids treated with PI4K kinase
(12885/μm2) (Table S1), a yield of 66% for conversion of PI4P
to PI(4,5)P2 was calculated.
Additional confirmation of the generation of PI(4,5)P2 was

obtained by fluorescence detection of in situ generated
PI(4,5)P2. Figure 2C−E presents background-corrected fluo-
rescence microscopy images for a DOPC lipid bilayer doped
with PI and PI(4,5)P2 and a bilayer containing PI which was
treated sequentially with PI4Kβ and PIP5Kα, respectively,
incubated with fluorescently labeled anti-PI(4,5)P2 antibody. As
expected, the anti-PI(4,5)P2 antibody did not bind to the PI-
containing bilayer, with negligible signal (Figure 2C).
On other hand, there is significant antibody staining apparent

on the treated SLBs, as denoted by a relatively bright
fluorescence signal. In addition, there are a few unevenly
distributed antibody clusters which appear as particularly
brighter spots. The observed aggregates might be due to the
formation of phosphoinositide clusters, which have been
previously reported for PIP-containing model membranes in
the presence of divalent cation23 such as Mg2+ that is present in
the kinase buffer. The formation of PI(4,5)P2 clusters also
might affect the binding kinetics for anti-PI(4,5)P2. Compared
to the binding kinetics of anti-PI4P (Figure 1C), the binding
kinetics of anti-PI(4,5)P2 is slower and quasi-linear (Figure 2A).
Considering the large size of IgM, (a mushroom-shaped
molecule of around 35 nm),24 the initial binding to a cluster of
PI(4,5)P2 might hinder further antibody adsorption. In

addition, the cluster formation might affect antigen accessibility
which is known to affect the kinetics of antibody binding at the
membrane interface.25 Together, these effects would be
predicted to result in an underestimate of the true amount of
PI(4,5)P2 produced, hence the actual conversion process may
be even more efficient than estimated here and verifies that the
SLB platform provides a suitable environment to support
kinase activity.
Having established the above assays for in situ generation of

phosphoinositides, we evaluated the effect of a pharmacologic
inhibitor on such lipid kinase mediated generation of PI4P. A
recently synthesized compound, STF-200211,26 designed to
inhibit PI4KIIIβ was tested at the indicated final concentrations

Figure 2. (A) Schematic illustration of steps involved in enzymatic
conversion of PI to PI(4,5)P2. (B) QCM-D monitoring of PI(4,5)P2
generation. The SALB procedure was performed at 25 °C to form
DOPC bilayers with 10% PI followed by sequential incubation of the
formed membrane with PI4KIIIβ and PIP5K1A at 30 °C. Anti-
PI(4,5)P2 antibody was then injected, leading to frequency change
(blue trace). As a control, the same steps were repeated except the
injection of PIP5K1A (dashed line). The inset in panel B represents
the frequency and dissipation changes during antibody binding to
bilayer treated with both enzymes. Background-corrected fluorescence
micrographs of DOPC lipid bilayer doped with (C) 10% PI and (D)
10% PI(4,5)P2, after incubation with fluorescently labeled anti-
PI(4,5)P2. (E) Background-corrected fluorescence micrograph of
supported DOPC lipid bilayer (containing 10% PI) sequentially
treated with PI4Kβ and PIP5Kα and incubated with fluorescently
labeled anti-PI(4,5)P2.
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of inhibitor which are around its therapeutically relevant
concentration range with an EC50 value of 174 nM. The same
experimental procedure and condition as before was repeated,
but in this case the enzyme was first preincubated with the
inhibitor for 30 min at room temperature.
Following incubation of the kinase plus inhibitor, a solution

of 5 μg/mL anti-PI4P antibody was added (see arrow in inset
of Figure 3). The binding curves monitored by changes in ΔF

are shown in the inset of Figure 3. The kinetics of antibody
binding shows significant reduction in the presence of
increasing concentration of inhibitor and enabled a calculation
of EC50 = 0.12 μM. This determination is comparable to that
obtained in a standard solution based assay of PI4K activity
(Figure S6). Interestingly, the latter format includes detergent
in the assay buffer to optimize enzymatic activity.
In summary, using QCM-D, we demonstrate multienzyme

catalytic phosphorylation of phosphatidylinositol (PI) in a SLB
platform. We further utilize the PI4P containing SLB platform
to demonstrate pharmacologic inhibition of PI4Kβ and
calculation of a small molecule inhibitor’s EC50 against PI4K.
Our new lipid bilayer format assay appears to provide
sufficiently more physiologic conditions such that exogenous
addition of detergent is no longer required to optimize the lipid
kinase activity while enabling label-free analysis of the
membrane association step.
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Figure 3. In situ antibody binding to PI4P generated by lipid kinase in
the presence of a PI4K inhibitor. (A) Semi-log dose response curve
and calculated EC50 value of a lipid kinase inhibitor. The inset shows
the QCM-D frequency changes (ΔF) curves corresponding to binding
of anti-PI4P to a PI-containing bilayer treated with PI4K in the
presence of the indicated concentrations of inhibitor. The initial
baseline values are the normalized frequency shifts for the bilayers
(defined as ΔF Bilayer = 0). The observed negative frequency shift was
due to antibody binding to the bilayer. The ΔF at each condition was
normalized to the frequency change obtained in the absence of
inhibitor. Calculated EC50 = 0.12 μM.
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